TRANSCRIPT: The Music Box, Season 6 Short Break
“Broke Down Somewhere near Jupiter”

Voices: Kiana Del, Fiona Palensky Alex Cooper, Kyle Meredith
Length: 2:54
Description: Oh, no! Looks like Kiana and Fiona need a little more time to fix up their spaceship before
you can come aboard. Luckily, they have everything under control (they took the manual with them). The
Music Box will blast off again on September 7th. Additional lessons and resources at musicboxpod.org.
Recommended for grades K-5, but everyone can have a seat on the spaceship.

[90.5 WUOL station song plays]
Various Louisville Public Media employee voices: From LPM, Louisville Public Media
Alex: Support comes from the Eye Care Institute and Butchertown Clinical Trials, where they strive for
diversity, equity, and inclusion within their staff, patients, and clinical trial participants. To learn more
visit butchertown dot clinic.
[background music begins]
Fiona: From Louisville Public Media, this is the Music Box! Sponsored by PNC and the Norton
Foundation
Kiana: Welcome to the Music Box! [alarm begins blaring] I’m Kiana…
Fiona: And.. I’m Fiona! In our next episode, we’ll be taking you to space on THIS spaceship! But
lowkey, we did get hit by an asteroid and broke down… Not to worry! We’ve got it all under control. I
just have to reset the system using this button… [button clicking] [more alarms going off]
Kiana: Umm… [Kiana laughs uncomfortably] We might need a little time to get the spaceship repaired
so it’s in tip top shape for you to board. We’ll be taking a quick mid-season break, but we’ll leave you this
question so you’re prepared to board the SS Wendy Carlos…
[the chirping and beeping of Star Wars character R2D2]

Fiona: In Star Wars, the character R2D2’s expressive sounds [R2D2 chirps and beeps once more] were
made by using… [intense game show music begins] A, a live parakeet run through auto-tune; B, a
synthesizer mixed with a human voice; C, a broken computer from the 1950’s, or D, a DJ’s remix of a
squirrel yelling at another squirrel for stealing his acorn
[game show music fades]
Kiana: Go to music box pod dot org for the answer, to listen to past episodes, and to be ready for our next
expedition! [alarms start again] We gotta go fix this spaceship! I’m Kiana!
Fiona: And I’m Fiona!
Together: And the Music Box will be right back! [alarm fades]
Alex: Support for the Louisville Public Media podcast incubator comes from the Community Foundation
of Louisville. Helping donors in our community establish charitable funds to meet philanthropic goals.
Creating opportunities to give more through scholarships, charitable checking, and donor advised funds,
and helping donors create a charitable legacy through their estate plan. More at C F Louisville dot org.
Kyle: Download our app and take the news and music wherever you go! Tell your smart speaker to play
your favorite public radio station while you’re porch-sitting or making dinner. Stream Louisville Public
Media on our website while you’re working from home. Listen, wherever you want and whenever you
want!
[90.5 WUOL station song plays]

